Social structure and economic performance: the case of organic banana farmers in the vale do Ribeira region, in Brazil

Abstract

Organic production is an essential strategy for a better food security in contemporary society. However, this mode of agrarian production is not present in a massive manner on important regions of food production around the world. For instance, in Vale do Ribeira, the biggest banana producer region in Brazil, organic farming represents only 0.4% of total banana output. An explanatory fieldwork on the local permitted to state that organic farmers face several challenges to implement a full organic production system. Therefore, our main goal with the present article is to enlighten which are the main difficulties for the full implementation of this mode of production. Our main hypothesis is that barriers to access local food markets represents the main challenge for organic producers in the Vale do Ribeira, compromising its production system sustainability in the long term. In order to test such hypothesis, we conducted both a quantitative and qualitative analysis of eight different banana producers–four conventional, and four organic producers, and also an agronomic analysis of 15 banana plants in one hectare in each propriety, in order to have all agronomic parameters needed for an analysis of their farming systems. By ranking the main difficulties cited by banana farmers and conducting a multivariate analysis of the agronomic parameters, our findings show that barriers to participate on local food markets are the main root of secondary problems, such as the soil fertility, sigatoka and other plagues. We conclude our article by defending a systematic policy, both from governmental and from non-governmental agencies, to include local organic farmers on responsive food chains.

Introduction

When one faces the main challenges of contemporary agriculture in a global scale, the fundamental problem that emerges from such analysis is that conventional agriculture is not sustainable on the long term, as it deals with the natural biome on an industrial logics without taking into consideration its biological cycles (carbon, nitrogen, potassium and other elements). In this sense, due to its extensive mode of production, conventional agriculture is often characterized by an energetic unbalance, consuming more energy than the total energy produced with its harvest. On the other hand, organic agriculture presents itself as an alternative for the extensive and predatory method of conventional productive procedures, conciliating productivity with the mitigation of the environmental impacts of agriculture, such as environmental degradation, losses on biological diversity, and erosion of the ecological basis. In this sense, taken as one of the most efficient strategies to achieve a better food security, organic production also has a decisive role within the agroecology field and, therefore, on the conservation of ecosystems. However, organic production brings with itself several challenges for its full implementation, both technical, managerial and commercial ones. These challenges are materialized by witnessing the rates of organic agriculture implementation in different regions of the world. As one may notice on the Table below, organic production still seizes a low representability on the total amount produced on countries with different levels of income (Table 1).

Table 1 Country’s organic farming share on the total agrarian output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participation on total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>19.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>16.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>8.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>6.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>2.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>2.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Brazil, for instance, appears as a departure point for comprehending organic systems implementation, once the representation of this agrarian practice is minimum there. According to the Table above, when compared to other important food producers around the world, we can see that organic production representability in Brazil national production is the smallest one. In this country, challenges for organic production become even more evident if we analyze, for instance, the current conjecture of banana production in the Vale do Ribeira region, in São Paulo state—the main banana producer region in Brazil. According to data published by Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística, there are only 14 organic banana producers in the whole...
territory, while in parallel exist there more than 3,000 conventional producers in the same region. Vale do Ribeira is a region that comprehends the south part of São Paulo state, as well as the northeast of Paraná state—a region where the Ribeira river flows until it reaches the Atlantic ocean. Its hydrographical basin hosts a great diversity in terms of mountainous relief, going from the lower parts on the river outskirts until the Serra do Mar—an extensive composition of mountains that split the Planalto Paulista from the coast. Due to the tropical climate and to such great diversity of altitudes, Vale do Ribeira exhibits an expressive rate of biodiversity in terms of flora and fauna, hosting more than 10,000 species, as the Atlantic rainforest covers different types of geographical spaces. In terms of social aspects, the region hosts the main indigenous and quilombolas groups’ lands of São Paulo state, as well as high indexes of rural poverty and low indexes of Human Development.5,6

Taken as one of the main economic activities of its rural population, conventional banana production summed efforts in increasing the rate of deforestation in this region. Notwithstanding, banana production is linked with important processes of environmental degradation around the globe, featuring as a cultivation that yields low income for its producers and high rates of individual contamination by pesticides.7,8 In light of this scenario, organic agriculture presents itself as a feasible option for sustainable rural development, a reduction of environmental impacts and a better food security.1,2,9 However, through an explanatory visit on this region, we witnessed that small-mid rural enterprises faces several challenges to implement this method of production. As a result, is our goal to fully understand why organic banana production has such low rate of participation on the total amount of banana production in the Vale do Ribeira region.

Being a heterodox mode of production in the local market, one can understand organic banana production as an attempt to challenge the paradigmatic functioning of the local agrarian economy. In this sense, in terms of unit of analysis, the present study is aiming to understand the barriers posed for the emergence of new economic orders, focusing specifically on measuring and identifying the lack of resources that avoid efficient strategies for establishing a sustainable and perennial banana organic mode of production and commercialization. In this way, the New Economic Sociology demonstrates to be a valuable theoretical approach for empirical cases like the one brought into analysis on this article. Its main authors tend to focus on how individuals and organizations struggle among themselves for establishing a dominant order on markets, mobilizing different types of resources they have on hands in order to promote control on the economic field.10 In this sense, capital, whether is economic, social or cultural, is crucial in defining the probabilities that a certain group of individuals or organizations have to promote control de facto. Among a very broad group of authors who developed such kind of analytical approach, we understand Pierre Bourdieu’s writings as the eminent departure point towards an understanding of this kind for the empirical case presented in this article.

Bourdieu11,12 is one of the most eminent figures on Field Theory, with a broad application on Social Sciences. However, the main theoretical incongruence usually committed in theoretical and empirical studies that follow his approach is to take his concepts in a sole manner. Instead, one has to concede a dialectical and a relational approach to his three main concepts: ‘habitus’, ‘capital’ and ‘field’.13 In this sense, investigations aligned with his Field Theory propositions should not focus on the agent per se, but instead on the position that it occupies inside the field. Such position is consolidated from a specific composition of economic, social, cultural and symbolic capital detained by the agent.14 Therefore, the field is permeated with multiple positions due to multiple forms of capital distribution among agents. The economic realm is a social field embedded in socio-economic strata, as well as in struggles for power and interests.15 Action plans to reorder the existing functioning dynamics might be counterpointed and, more often than any other outcome, mitigated by individuals and organizations positioned on the top of the strata - i.e., the dominant/ incumbent actors.16,17 Due to a higher and broader composition of capital – whether economic, social, cultural or symbolic capital, the probability of the dominant part to reproduce the existing order is much higher than the probability of the dominated strata to transform it. On other moments, the structure of the economic field might be so rigid that depth internal transformations are very unlikely, even though external crisis or external participation occur. This conjuncture motivates what some calls the edification of “market niches”18 inside the economic field itself.

Market niches are delineated spaces within the economic realm where challengers develop new modes of production and ways of distribution, avoiding challenging in a direct way the dominant actors and the established economic practices. Strategic actors may act in order to edify market niches if they realize that a complete transformation of the economic field is unlikely due to the established matrix of capital distribution and domination structure.19 Such structures are consolidated in order to sustain unequal competition among actors, and market niches is a feasible strategy when reordering them is an unlikely process. From niches, individuals and organizations might sustain new economic practices and increase their global composition of capital through time. Niches, in that sense, are places where new proposals are possible and developed, as well as spheres that might provide the necessary time for individuals and organizations to accumulate the necessary capital and expertise to challenge the existing order of practices, institutions, and power structure within the economic field.

Therefore, organic production can be theoretically understood as a strategy devised by small-mid rural enterprises to find their marketplace (i.e., niche) in a competitive agriculture sector (i.e., economic field), which is marked by intense uses of agrochemicals, machinery and paid labor – factors that lower paradigmatic rural producers’ cost of selling and increasing their competitiveness. On the coming section, we shall briefly explore the mobilized methods for collecting data on our field research. Following that, we present the main results and its following discussions about the social construction of organic production and commercial structures. We finished the present article by showing the main findings, as well as by exploring few limitations and possibilities for future research topics. In order to understand the main obstacles for organic banana production and commercialization in the Vale do Ribeira region, we conducted the present research according to the main assumptions of the farming systems approach, described in details at Cochel,16 Dufumier,17 Khatounian18 and Mazoyer.19 Such assumption can be resumed in the following manner: we analyze the agrarian activity not only on its internal dimensions but also on its social interactions with the economic and cultural structure on where it is embedded. In other words, we shall not focus exclusively on the technical practices of rural producers, but also on the geographical conditions and the power and labor relations in which they are subject. For identifying the organic proprieties analyzed throughout our research, we used...
the information available at the Agriculture Ministry (Ministério da Agricultura) website, where is listed all certified organic producers in any region in Brazil. The collected data was crossed with data available by few organic certification companies. We did that in order to assure that organic producers listed on the Agriculture Ministry website are certified proprieties. As a result, we identified 81 certified organic proprieties in the Vale do Ribeira region, but just few of them were banana farms – only 14. After the identification of the organic proprieties, an exploratory visit was conducted in all of them. By the end of this period, four of them were selected for the execution of the planned methodology. In order to compare the main agronomic findings collected in the soil and plant analysis on organic proprieties, we chose other four conventional proprieties. Therefore, by the end of the selection process, we have four conventional proprieties and four certified organic proprieties.

Having established the research sample, we conducted (I) an agronomic analysis with 15 banana plants within one hectare of each propriety and (II) an interview with the owners of the selected proprieties in order to formulate a diagnostic about the production and commercialization system of these properties. Interview was conducted not only one time but also several occasions throughout the total amount of five visitations on these proprieties. On free interviews, we stimulated natural responses, in order to seize the issues that interviewees judged more important in regards to the management of their proprieties. This technique allowed us to picture a general view about the most relevant aspects of banana production and distribution in the region. In addition, free interviews were conducted not only with banana farmers, but also with important agents within the agriculture sector in the region. Therefore, agents of national and state government, non-profit organizations and intermediaries were interviewed too (more information regarding the agents that were interviewed can be found on the attachments section).

However, free interviews were used only in the first field trip. In the four subsequent ones, we conducted semi-structured interviews only with selected banana farmers, in order to explore the most we could of a certain group of themes, which were the following ones:

- participation on markets and commercialization instruments mobilized by organic banana farmers;
- management of the agricultural system fertility, exploring practices of soil recovery and necessities of buying chemical inputs;
- organic instruments for the management of antagonistic organisms;
- organization of the social relations of production (utilization of family labor force, sexual division of labor within the propriety and dependence rates of intermediaries for distribution);
- evaluation of the productive system efficiency and identification of desired changes within the propriety functioning.

Through this method, we encouraged interviewees to rank the problems and the main challenges to reach an efficient operation of their agricultural systems. Using the methodology described at Rodrigues et al. (1997), the proprietor had to rank, from zero to ten, how problematic a certain issue represent for an efficient operation of its agricultural system. “Zero” would be given for an issue that represents a minimum problem, whereas “ten” would be given for a topic that represents an extremely problematic issue. On the second moment, we proceeded with an agronomic analysis on the total amount of eight selected proprieties. This procedure was conceived in order to reach a better comprehension of production systems, their indices of brocas and Sigatokas – the most common kinds of plagues in banana farms in the Vale do Ribeira –, productivity and soil fertility. By the end of this part, we could identify which of these factors are determinant to segregate conventional and organic proprieties. In terms of selected cases for the multivariate analysis, we selected a set of 15 banana plants on each rural producer, from where we collected the agronomic parameters. Such procedure was established according to Nokoe and Ortiz (1998), who recommend a sample of 15 plants for each selected productive system.

Such distinction among different productive systems was possible due to a multivariate analysis through the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In this study, the principal components for the variables were obtained by the correlation matrix rather than the covariance matrix modeling, and the scale effects of variables with high variance were avoided. To evaluate the variation of agronomic parameters between organic production and conventional production we performed a per mutational non-parametric multivariate analysis,\textsuperscript{10} and a multivariate analysis\textsuperscript{11} using distance matrices.

### Results & discussion

As one can notice in the Figure below, that Sigatoka is the main problem for banana cultivation according to conventional producers, while access to markets is understood as the biggest challenge for organic producers in the Vale do Ribeira region. However, Sigatoka also reveals to be a concerning issue for organic producers, as it occupies the second position, with a score of approximately five points. Finally, fertility appears in the third position and as a significant concern among organic producers, with a score of approximately three points. On the other side, in the agronomic principal component analysis, as it is shown on the Figure below, the rate of severity of Sigatoka in banana crops is the main agronomic feature that differentiates conventional producers from the organic ones. The latter appears with higher indices of Sigatoka occurrence than conventional producers, who control the plague mainly through the utilization of pesticides. Such finding challenges the problem posed on the ranking results, as conventional producers ranked this plague as the main challenge, even though they are less affected by it when compared to organic producers (Table 2).\textsuperscript{21}

On the other hand, according to the image above, we may observe a significant division between the two productive modes, with one group positioned on the right side and the other one on the left margin. Such horizontal dispersion is the first component of analysis, which accounts for 20% of the variation.\textsuperscript{22} In this sense, the mains vectors of horizontal differentiation are Sigatoka severity, the number of functional leaves and the weight of banana bunches. These are the most important parameters in terms of explanation of the rate of variation in the main component. If we take into consideration that the number of functional leaves is indirectly affected by Sigatoka, then we can understand that this plague is indeed the main factor of relevance of separation among conventional and organic banana production groups. It is not surprisingly that access to market appears as the main challenge for organic producers. Such lack of access it is explained, most of all, due to a dearth amount of instruments, equipment and

resources to connect with distribution channels. First of all, organic producers do not have full access of internet, having to move to a cyber store in the nearby city to use online services. Secondly, none of them has access to telephones and, finally, three of four of the organic producers do not have mail access on their proprieties (Table 3). These features exemplifies the reduced probability to establish social ties with institutional supporters, such as centers of commercialization, public calls for food acquisition (such as the Programa de Aquisição de Alimentos and the Programa Nacional de Alimentação Escolar) and to participate on meetings and reunions of local rural associations (Table 4).

**Table 2** Farmer, type of farming and Sigatoka severity median. Ribeira valley, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banana Producer (Type of Farming)</th>
<th>Sigatoka Severity Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 (Organic)</td>
<td>47,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Organic)</td>
<td>46,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Organic)</td>
<td>44,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Organic)</td>
<td>43,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (Conventional)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (Organic non-certified)</td>
<td>33,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Conventional)</td>
<td>31,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (Conventional)</td>
<td>27,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The medians followed by same letter do not differ statistically by the Mann-Whitney test. We used Kruskal-Wallis test for the comparison of more than two independent groups, while we mobilized the Mann-Whitney test in order to compare two groups.

**Table 3** Main features of analyzed banana farmers in the Vale do Ribeira, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farmer</th>
<th>Type of production</th>
<th>Area of cultivation (hectar)</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Variety of banana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Certified organic</td>
<td>2,8</td>
<td>Eldorado</td>
<td>Nânciao, Prata, Prata Catarina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Certified organic</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>Cajati</td>
<td>Prata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Certified organic</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>Eldorado</td>
<td>Nânciao, Prata, Prata Catarina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Certified organic</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>Eldorado</td>
<td>Nânciao, Prata, Prata Catarina, Terra, São Tomé, Vinagre e Pão</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>60,0</td>
<td>Itariri</td>
<td>Nânciao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>Miracatu</td>
<td>Grandnâaine, Nânciao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>13,0</td>
<td>Miracatu</td>
<td>Nânciao, Prata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>Miracatu</td>
<td>Nânciao, Prata</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

A lack of means of communication appears as a significant social barrier to have a full participation on local food markets and an important dimension of the social isolation that marks the organic producer. Above all, it appears as challenge to reach other buyers who could offer a better price for organic banana. By the end of the day, organic producers exclusively depend on one single buyer, operating then under a clear monopsony situation. During our field research, we could identify their difficulty in accessing local food markets by witnessing the systematically losings of an expressive part of their harvest, mainly due to the impossibilities to sell it on the local market. On the other side, our qualitative findings also demonstrate a lack of economic capital among organic producers. When comparing to conventional farmers, organic ones have an

---

expressive lower economic capital. This is evident when comparing the mean of property size between the two groups: as it is showed on table 4, presented in the attachments section, the mean size of an organic farm is 2.85 hectares, while the mean size of a conventional property is 26.75 hectares. In terms of organic farmers personnel trajectory, all of them told they chose this mode of production due to financial constraints to acquire pesticides and fertilizers. As a result, this pattern shows that organic producers in the regions are practitioners of the “organic agriculture of deny”.

Above all, conventional producers benefit from a higher composition of capital, including instruments, equipment and resources that increase their social capital. Only one of the four conventional producers do not have full access to internet, while all of them have telephone lines and experience on rural association activities. Such conjecture contributes for a more complex and a more diverse network of buyers than the organic farmers. Therefore, instead of a monopsony, a scenario closer to the ideal type of free market was found among conventional banana producers.

Although producers did not reveal their annual net income, it is implicit that a low accessibility to local markets constrains the total revenue on organic proprieties. A primary consequence of this discrepancy of incomes between organic and conventional farmers can be felt on soil fertility. Fertility inputs on organic producers are expressively lower if compared to conventional ones: as the former does not add any quantity of fertilizers throughout the year, the latter use to add one round of fertility input in each four months. As a matter of a fact, it is not a coincidence that on Figure 1, fertility appears as a matter of higher concern among organic producers if compared to conventional ones. A straightforward consequence for such difference in terms of soil fertility is on the Sigatoka frequency of occurrence. A lack of fertility input among organic producers appears to be the main reason why this plague is more frequent among their banana plants than conventional producers, as it is shown on Figure 2. Despite the main challenges to enroll on local food markets and despite the negative consequences that it brings to the propriety in terms of fertility and control of plagues, all organic producers told that they are not willing to conduct a conventional system of production. More than a mere revelation of pesticides aversion, this statement also shows that organic producers believe that the control of Sigatoka is more effective through a correct adubation and fertilization than the using of chemicals pesticides.

**Figure 1** Main constraints and problems elected by the banana producers. The values for each of these problems are the average of grades, 0-10, given by producers.

**Figure 2** Main separation components, with organic agronomic components in black squares and conventional agronomic components in white circles.
Conclusion

Although multiple challenges are presented to organic banana producers in the Vale do Ribeira, access to markets appears as the main barrier for the establishment of a sustainable organic production in the long term. The situation becomes clearer when one distinguish how different types of capital blunt the establishment of organic arrangements, noticing that not only economic capital is crucial to explain the low levels of organic output, but also social capital gives the tone to it. It is only through a higher accessibility on local food markets that organic producers shall receive a better price for their product and, with that, better profit rates. From this scenario, local organic farmers would be able to do constant fertility inputs, as it appears as an efficient strategy to control Sigatoka contamination. Reach a higher food security through organic practices passes through the establishment of a broad network of support, which may be able to mobilize instruments, equipment and resources to build up organic productive and commercial arrangements. Therefore, we think that this article may represent a valuable empirical case of how a lack of social and economic capital compromises the establishment of organic niches within the paradigmatic mode of functioning on agrarian markets in the developing world. Specifically regarding our case study, we think that non-governmental organizations and public agencies should consider the findings presented here to propose projects that support organic banana producers in Vale do Ribeira, especially through the mobilization of a broad support network for commercialization.

On the consumption side, consumers of organic banana should give room to different types of banana, instead of the usual ones like nanica, from the Cavendish group (AAA genome). Less known varieties, especially from genomic groups AAB and ABB, are more resistant to Sigatoka contamination than the conventional ones, representing an alternative of cultivation to organic producers, once they lack economic resources to do fertility inputs. However, the present article does not presents, nor it is final goal, ways to increase productive and commercial arrangements. Therefore, we think that this article may represent a valuable empirical case of how a lack of social and economic capital compromises the establishment of organic niches within the paradigmatic mode of functioning on agrarian markets in the developing world. Specifically regarding our case study, we think that non-governmental organizations and public agencies should consider the findings presented here to propose projects that support organic banana producers in Vale do Ribeira, especially through the mobilization of a broad support network for commercialization.
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